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The surfaces were created using CUBE parameters that ensured a maximum propagation distance of the grid
resolution divided by #2. 4 m was selected as the resolution for both surfaces per the requirements for “Set
Line Spacing” (with concurrent 200% SSS coverage) described in the HSSD. Horizontal projection was
selected as UTM Zone 3 North, NAD 1983.

A CARIS HOB file was submitted (H12522_FFF.HOB) with the survey deliverables as well. The final
feature file (FFF) contains meta-data and other data not readily represented by the depth grids, such as
bottom samples.

A SSS Contact Feature File (H12522_SSS_Contacts.HOB) is also included with the survey deliverables.
SSS contacts (including significant, insignificant, and disproven) were attributed as “CSYMB” objects and
are available for review in the SSS contact feature file, with contact images in the accompanying Multimedia
folder. "SOUNDG" objects in the side scan contact feature file represent the least depth and position on
significant contacts determined from MBES development and correspond to designated soundings. Note:
"SOUNDG" objects are included in the SSS contact feature file for reference only; least depths on objects
are represented in the final surfaces.

Each object is encoded with mandatory S-57 attributes, additional attributes and NOAA Extended Attributes
(V#5.3.2).

Refer to the DAPR for more detailed discussion of the steps followed when acquiring and processing the
2013 survey data, including the surface creation and finalizing processes.

C. Vertical and Horizontal Control

Additional information discussing the vertical or horizontal control for this survey can be found in the
accompanying HVCR.

C.1 Vertical Control

The vertical datum for this project is Mean Lower Low Water.

Standard Vertical Control Methods Used: 

Discrete Zoning

 

The following National Water Level Observation Network (NWLON) stations served as datum control for
this survey:
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Station Name Station ID

Red Dog Dock, AK 9491094

Table 9: NWLON Tide Stations

File Name Status

9491094.tid Final Approved

Table 10: Water Level Files (.tid)

File Name Status

S325KR2013CORP_20131125.zdf Final

Table 11: Tide Correctors (.zdf or .tc)

The NWLON station on Red Dog Dock (949-1094), was utilized on this project for tide corrections.

BMPG (bottom mounted pressure gauges) were deployed at the project extents to capture zoning
characteristics across the area. Preliminary zones provided by CO-OPS were refined using the BMPG data.

Refer to the HVCR for more information regarding tides and tide zones.

C.2 Horizontal Control

The horizontal datum for this project is North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83). 

The projection used for this project is UTM Zone 3 N.

The following PPK methods were used for horizontal control:

Single Base

The CORS site in Kotzebue (OTZ1, operated by the FAA) was used extensively for comparison and QC
purposes. It was also used for PPK processing for rare instances when REDD was not operational, as
described in the HVCR and DAPR.
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The following CORS Stations were used for horizontal control:

HVCR Site ID Base Station ID

OTZ1 OTZ1

Table 12: CORS Base Stations

The following user installed stations were used for horizontal control:

HVCR Site ID Base Station ID

REDD REDD

Table 13: User Installed Base Stations

The project base station (REDD) broadcasted RTK positions for real time and preliminary positioning for
the majority of the project.  REDD also continuously logged data, enabling PPK processing. All real-time
positions were replaced in processing with PPK positions.

C.3 Additional Horizontal or Vertical Control Issues

3.3.1 Additional Issues

None to note.

D. Results and Recommendations

D.1 Chart Comparison

The chart comparison for H12522 was performed by examining all Raster Navigational Charts (RNCs) and
Electronic Navigation Charts (ENCs) that intersect the survey area.

The chart comparison was accomplished by overlaying the finalized BASE surface with shoal-biased
soundings, and final feature file on the charts in CARIS HIPS. The general agreement between charted
soundings and H12522 soundings was then examined and a more detailed comparison was undertaken for
any shoals or other dangerous features. Results are shown in the following sections.




